Design, Simulation and Implementation Monitoring System for System Control C4 Feeding Pump for Feed Vaporization in the Butadiene Plant
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Abstract—This study implements the auto start control system on an electric motor 3 phase C4 Feeding pump when the discharge pressure is low-low (4.3 kg/cm$^2$). The C4 feeding pump motor was initially manually operated from the local control station, this was very ineffective and inefficient because it still relied on the field operator to operate the pump motor and when the plant was in normal operating it is very risky if the field operator late to operate motor then it will impact to quality of the product, and if the delay time to operate motor is too long then plant have to shut down, therefore improvement is needed in the C4 feeding pump motor control system. In this paper, various types of 3-phase motor control are explained which allow it to be applied to the C4 feeding pump motor that are on-off, inverter, and variable speed drive and efficient selection of the three systems control of the motor. Software and hardware used in this work are DCS CENTUM VP Yokogawa.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mixed C4 is a gaseous of different C4 olefins and is used in various industries. Mixed C4 is a produced by cracking naphtha in the steam cracker. Characteristic of mixed C4 is flammable, Mixed C4 is the raw material for the Butadiene plant which is an important component in the manufacture of synthetic rubber. Method of shipping with a pipeline or vessel. The derivative product is in the form of Butadiene. Butadiene, C4H6 - also known as 1,3-Butadiene, is a simple conjugated one. Butadiene is mostly obtained using the extractive distillation process from Crude C4. Most Butadiene is polymerized for Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR) products used in the manufacture of car tires, in addition to their use in producing adhesives, sealants, coatings and rubber products such as shoe soles.

C4 feeding pump is a pump that serves to transfer C4 which is used as a vaporization feed in the butadiene plant, the pump is currently still manually operated through the local control station located near the C4 pump, this is very risky due to a drop pressure then the operator must immediately go to the pump location to turn on the standby pump so that the pressure maintained, this is very inefficient because if it is too late to turn on the standby pump there will be cavitation on the running pump resulting in a damaged pump, the second will cause a bad impact with quality of the butadiene product, and the third one it will make the butadiene plant shutdown due to supply C4 to feed vaporization at the butadiene plant is not fulfilled, with this problem one of the solution to solve those problem are make improvement to this pump to make it auto start system.

This pump using a 3 phase induction motor where the voltage source is 380VAC which is supplied from the Motor Control Center.

II. MOTOR INDUCTION 3 PHASE

An induction motor is an electric machine that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy or motion. 3 phase induction motor consists of 2 parts namely the rotor or the rotating part and the stator part that is stationary. 3-phase induction motors are operated in 3-phase power systems and are widely used in various industrial fields with large capacities.

A. Types of 3 Phase Electric Motor Controls

On/Off. Using control on off by not using an analysis of motor speed fluctuations, that is by adjusting the valve opening to increase and decrease pressure. Component On / off control is using contactor or relay, local control station. The price is cheap.

Inverter. Using adjustment of motor cycle speed up and down the frequency so that the motor spinning speed can be maintained. This kind of System control need bigger cost to material procurement. The inverter component consists of inverter, contactor or relay, MCB, ELCB

Variable Speed Drive. VSD that control the speed of either the motor or the equipment driven by the motor (fan, pump, compressor), this device can be electrical or mechanical. the majority of the motor operate only at 100% speed for short periods of time. Consequently, there are significant energy losses during the operation time. System loss reduction can be achievable by installing VSD systems to match the speed
of the motor with the related load. By using VSD the speed of a motor or generator can be controlled and adjusted to any desired speed. Besides adjusting the speed of an electric motor, VSD can also keep an electric motor speed at constant level where the load is variable.

Of the three control systems described above, the author uses an on / off control system to operate the C4 Feeding pump motor for consideration of the installation price of equipment and the desired requirements of the process. Modification software is using DCS Yokogawa Centum VP.

### III. Diagram Block Modification Work

The block diagram (Fig.1) explains the modification activities carried out by replacing the old LCS with the new LCS which is equipped with a switch selector for the selection of auto and manual modes so that the operator can operate the motor by selecting the manual mode from local and from DCS by selecting auto mode. Termination of the existing auto and manual cable at MCC then closed the knife cable switch from MCC. on MR06 and MR07 there is an activity of adding relay logic to start stop motors from DCS, adding terminal blocks and internal wiring.

The stages of modification check spare I/O module at this stage I/O module is checked from IOM builder (DCS software that is connected to IO module) does it still have a spare for modification activities if still then go to the next stage if not then provide new I /O module, do I /O assignment at IOM builder, check the railway for relay spare if there is still a spare if you don’t provide new relay if you still install the relay, check spare terminal block and terminal board if there is no spare provide new terminal block and terminal board if there is spare install internal wiring from terminal relay to terminal block from terminal block, continuity internal wiring from terminal block to terminal board, from terminal block to relay, from terminal block to interposing relay panel, do modification logic, internal loop test or relay logic test (simulate digital output signal) and ensure the relay works in accordance with the logic made, replace LCS with the new one with new selector switch for local remote mode, Loop test from LCS to DCS, dry function test (do testing directly on the motor).

### IV. Flowchart Program

The program flow (Fig.2) explains about the new program modification sequence which is started by reg in MCC GAM8706AS drawer. This activity aims to activate 380VAC supply power to the motor pump then start the pump motor from local or CCR then check discharge pressure PI8113 if the pressure is below 9kg /cm² then announcer will active and giving alarm sounding, after that push acknowledgment button on the DCS console after that check the discharge pressure PI8113 if the pressure below 4.3 kg /cm² standby pump will start automatically. The difference between the old program
and the new one located at the discharge pressure when the pressure low-low (4.3 kg / cm²) of the new system is equipped with the auto start facility which means that the standby motor pump will start when the pressure is low-low.

V. MODIFICATION HARDWARE

Material (Fig.3) and equipment that use are centrifugal pump GA-8706A and GA-8706S, motor control center GAM-8706A and GAM-8706S location in the substation building, marshalling rack MR06 and MR07 the location in the field auxiliary room, interposing relay panel the location in the substation, internal wiring, terminal block, terminal board, relay, EWS (Engineering Workstation) and HIS (Human Interface System) for software modification. Modification hardware consist of change local control station with the new one this equipment is used to start stop motor before motor just only be able to start and stop from local but now it can be remoted from CCR also due to already facilitate with selector switch to choose operation mode, wiring in the MCC GAM8706AS using existing cable, to add terminal block in the MR07 and MR06 it is used to digital output terminal, to add relay in the MR07 for GA8706AS for start stop motor and auto start logic, to add cross wiring / internal wiring from terminal block to terminal board.

The specification of relay that will be installed are model MY4N-GS with contact configuration 4PDT and rated voltage use 24VDC (Fig.4). Because it uses dry contact and MCC using wet contact. The terminal arrangement is like drawing above, it has 14 pins as we know relay has pin and need to be connected to the socket, the socket is provided based on how many pins that relay has, below mounting socket that will install. This relay mounting socket is a terminal cable from and to terminal block, terminal block is a terminal that receive and send a current. Condition after new relay install, tag number for new relay are RY16 for GAM8706S and RY17 for GAM8706A. There are two kind of terminal block that use in this modification, terminal block with knife switch and terminal block with the fuse. Terminal block knife switch type is used in the marshalling rack 7 Terminal slot right TSR09 terminal number 1-4 that received 220 V AC from interposing relay panel and then go to the relay to reduce the voltage to be 24 VDC. Terminal block with fuse is install in the marshalling rack 6 Terminal Slot Right TSR03 terminal number 1-4 before go to terminal board to protect short circuit.

VI. MODIFICATION SOFTWARE

modification software to add io assignment in the IOM builder is for digital output GA-8706AR and GA-8706SR, modification loop control builder is main program, modification logic chart is used to make auto start system, to add sequence table it is used to sequence of auto start system means that it is consist of step must be fulfilled to make motor start automatically, online download is used to download program from engineering workstation to human interface system and to the central processing unit of the controller.

A. New IO assignment

IOM builder functions for input output assignments, this builder informs about Nodes, Slots and Channels. The node is the addressing rack used to install the module in this case the digital output module. The slot is the number of modules calculated from the leftmost module to the right module. While the channel is the terminal number used for digital output cable in this case GA-8706AR and GA-8706SR are used to start stop motor from DCS (Fig.5). From IOM builder above, information is obtained as follows: the module used is at FCS322 Node: 5 slots: 7 Channel number 22 and 23.
module number is 7ADV551-P. For communication between the digital output module and the terminal board use KS Cable or hardwire.

B. Main Program

In Figure 6, this configuration program there are modification for output GA-8706A and GA8706S that are added GA8706AR and GA8706SR this is new IO that already assign in the IOM builder the function are for giving command start stop motor from DCS and as a output signal from GA-8706AS and then to add sequence table GA8706AST this sequence table is used to activate cause and effect related with emergency shutdown system due to this system will receive signal trip from ESD System, to add logic chart GA8706LC In the new logic when GA-8706A starts running, the indication XL8706A will be active, the GA-8706A relay in rack 7 marshalling will turn on which indicates the GA8706S pump motor is running, when the discharge pressure pump is PI8113 below set point 9 kg/cm² then the announcer in the DCS console will be active or sound, so the operator must acknowledge the push button on the DCS console, when the discharge pressure PI8113 below set point 4.3 kg/cm² then standby pump GA-8706S will start automatically and the GA-8706AR and GA-8706SR logic relays will active. to add push button program GA8706APB and GA8706SPB for giving command to the pump.

VII. ANALYSIS

Using LCS the pumps can control from local (Start stop from LCS) and remote (Start stop from DCS) When the selector switch on the local position it means that pump can’t start and stop from DCS, DCS just only receive running indication and stop indication from MCC, when the selector switch on the remote position, it means that pump can operate from DCS and can’t operate from local, Annunciator will active if the pump GA-8706A start and the pressure PI-8113 below 9 kg/cm², Standby pump will start automatically if the
pump GA-8706A/S Start and the pressure PI-8113 below 4.3 kg/cm².

VIII. RESULT

By new installation of local control station with local remote facility, operator can operate motor C4 feeding pump locally or remote it automatically from control room. By adding alarm low and alarm low-low in pump discharge pressure, operator will get early warning by annunciator. By adding relay and logic auto start in control system C4 feeding pump, then: Pump will be started automatically when the pressure lo-lo (below set point 4.3 kg/cm²) so the operator doesn’t need to operate it manually, pretend the pump cavitation due to the stability of discharge pressure. Moreover, the pump will be running in its operating pressure. Pressure discharge can be easily maintained in order to operate as its operating pressure. Product quality is controlled because the C4 supply into Butadiene Plant feed vaporization is maintained well. Make possible to implement many innovation or improvement in the system. For the example is the adding interlock system, the adding of trigger for auto start system, etc.

IX. CONCLUSION

After the modification, C4 feeding pump can be operated automatically from DCS. The C4 feeding pump not only to be back up for the pump during maintenance but also to be back up for discharge pressure to supply C4 when the discharge pressure low-low (below set point 4.3 kg/cm²). When discharge pressure C4 feeding pump below set point 9 kg/cm² announcer will active to inform alarm low. By the implementation of auto start system then the discharge pressure can be maintained, so it can eliminate the probability of unfulfilled C4 supply and shutdown in the Butadiene Plant. Standby pump will start automatically when the discharge pressure below set point 4.3 kg/cm².

X. RECOMMENDATION

The recommendation is to add interlock system when the pressure is high-high (pressure above set point 12 kg/cm²). To add auto start for standby pump when power failure (source power from MCC off).
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